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Abstract

Interface designs for three nuclear medicin«
Imaging systems, and computer networking strategies
proposed for medical Imaging departments are
presented. Configurations for t«o posltron-
cmlsston-tomography devices (PET III and SCAT) arid
a general-purpose tomography instrument (the
UNICOH) are analyzed in terns of specific per-
formance parameters. Interface designs for these
machines are contrasted In terms of utilization of
standard versus custom modules, cost, and ease of
modification, upgrade, and support. The require-
ments of general purpose systems for nedlcal image
analysis, display, and archiving, are considered,
and a realizable state of the art system is speci-
fied, including a suggested timetable.

INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS FOR
NUCLEAR MEDICINE IMAGING

Many companies produce devices for the acqui-
sition, processing, and display of data from nucle-
ar medicine Imaging devices. The devices tend to
be stand-alone dedicated instruments adapted for
ease of operation by hospital technologists without
specialized computing skills. Systems used for
static and dynamic Imaging of gamma ray emissions
from patients studied in nuclear medicine do not
differ greatly from devices used for computed
tomography (X-ray, HMfl, j>*, or single photon
imaging), digital radiography, ultrasound, thermog-
raphy, or film analysis (including autoradio-
grapny). Specialized data input devices are
required for data acquisition with each of these
diverse systems, but they share common needs for
resources for processing, displaying, archiving,
and transmitting tne resulting images. Topics In
each of these areas are discussed to Indicate
current options and to suggest means of integrating
systems. The goal is to minimize hardware and
software complexity and cost, and ease of access by
physicians In their Interpretation of data from the
different modalities found in a modern medical
imaging department.

Section I deals i?lth the interfacing of
emission computed tomography devices. Although
this Is a restricted class of instruments, the
problems encountered are typical of those en-
countered in interfacing simpler devices to
computers.

Networking of computers connected to the
different imaging devices poses significant
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problems. Each such device in the department is
likely to utilize computers which differ in word
size, cycle time, and communication protocols.
There is a need for the establishment of standard

.. computer independent conventions. Suggestions are
made for standardized network interfaces, data
fornats for Images, network configurations, and
protocols. These and related issues are discussed
in section II.

I. INTERFACING IMACINC DEVICES TO COMPUTERS

Interfacing low data rate, standard devices
such as scanners or counters, to computers is easi-
ly accomplished using simple, readily available
components. These take the form of discrete logic,
committed interfaces, or programmable micro-
processor-based controllers which can be used to
acquire the data, format it, and pass it onto
larger computers for processing, display, anri
archiving.

Nuclear medicine devices which pose greater
demands than traditional rectilinear scanners are
exemplified by the high data rate tomographic
Imaging systems used for positron emission -
tomography (PET) and single photon emission
toraograpy (SPET) procedures. Different approaches
taken to interfacing PET systems using multiple
discrete detectors and an Anger camera based SPET
system being developed at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (8ML), are discussed in order to indi-
cate the tasks that need to be accomplished and
alternative approaches available.

(A) PET III:

The PET III nas designed and built at
Washington University, St. Louis, 1»2 and was tt>e
prototype for the ECAT system (discussed in section
18). The PET III consists of 6 detector banks, in
a hexagonal array, each containing 6 Hal detectors,
and produces a single slice transverse section
image of the distribution of a positron-emitting
radionuclide. Each detector Is operated in coinci-
dence with each detector on the opposite bank.
Thus, there are 192 coincidence lines ( 8 x 8 co-
incidences per bank, times 3 bank pairs). Only
threshold (>100 Kev) pulse Height discrimination Is
used.

During data collection, the hexagonal array of
detectors Is rotated 4cout its center a total of
$0°, in Increments of 3°. At each 3° angle, there
is a six position lateral translation of she de-
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tectors, providing a scanning motion over a
distance of approximately 5 cm. The minimum time
for a £0° rotation Is 2 minutes.

The interface and buffer circuits for one pair
of banks Is seen In Fig. 1. Data are acquired in

"frame" mode, where a one dimensional histogram is
constructed for the number of events in each of the
64- detector pairs during each clock period. The
interface requires 10 printed circuit boards, each
625 cm2 in area, and uses medium scale Integration
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transistor logic (e.g. £4 memory bits/chip). The
individual circuits were designed and built
specially for the device, which is Interfaced to an
Znterdata 716 (16 bit minicomputer). Set up and
control or the system is accomplished from a
standard video terminal, and displays of the re-
constructed distributions are presented on a mono-
chrome TV monitor. Coincident events (T=20 ns
resolving time) are recorded as true coincidences
and serve as input data for the convolution-based
reconstruction. Chance coincidences that fall
within this time window (random coincidences) de-
teriorate the spatial resolution. In order Co
correct for randoms, the events obtained outside
the object boundary are assumed to be due to random
coincidences with a uniform distribution throughrjt
the field of view. At the doses ordinarily ad-
ministered to patients, typical images contain
5-1SS randoms.2 The circuitry established for the
system does not permit recording prompt and delayed
coincidences, or singles rates, either of which may
be used to correct for randoms, and hence, the
administration of low radiation doses Is the sole
means by which one minimizes this source of error
with the PET III. The interface permits no non-
camera data to be inserted into the data stream to
the computer. Thus, arterial concentration of
tracer, stimulation rate, etc. must be noted manu-
ally for later incorporation into the data analysis
process. *

(B) ECAT

The ECAT System (ORTEC) is the first
commercially-produced 3+- Imaging system.3»*
Modelled after the PET III, the ORTEC system la
widely used for positron-imaging (head and body
scanning). The ECAT II consists of 66 Hal
detectors, divided into 6 banks, each containing 11
detectors (Fig. 2A). Each detector is electron-
ically placed in coincidence with any detector in
the opposed bank, giving 363 coincidence' lines (11
x 11 coincidences/bank, times 3 bank pairs). A
second ring of detectors, when added, provides

direct and cross-plane lines of coincidence, pro-
ducing images of 3 planes simultaneously. The
system operates in two modes: one produces a set
of 3 rectilinear projections of the activity dis-
tribution along the long axis of the body (by
moving'the subject through the detector array)
while the other mode produces transverse section
Images of the body. This latter is achieved by 12
series of rotations and translations whereby the
60° angle between detector banks and the 4 cm
between adjacent detectors is sampled more finely
(i.e. every 5° in angle and every 0.57 cm between
adjacent detectors).

Each detector has its own pulse circuitry
(Fig. 2B), in which, each dlscrimlriator/colncidance
unit consists of eleven preamplifiers and constant
fraction discriminators which are electronically
identical to the circuitry In standard NIH
modules. Discriminators perform the time-plckoff
function for each input. The control of bed and
scanner position and motion utilizes a CAMAC con-
troller and standard CAMAC modules.(0 The com-
puter chosen was a PDP 11/60 with a bipolar cache
memory and standard peripherals. ORTEC, which
manufactures HIM and CAHAC modules, chose to uti-
lize standard modules for signal processing and
control, and interfaced these modules via a special
input processor designed for this task, to the
CAHAC dataway. The input processor is a ft-width
CAHAC module which encodes the coincidence data,
counts the singles and true events, ana routes
counts to aoDroprlate memory locations (Fig. 2C).

•FIG. 2A

•FIC. 2B

FIG. 2C

FIGURE 2. ECAT (3)

It contains 8 separate memory segments whose routed
data can be stored for gated studies. A temporary
store circuit on the input side provides a coinci-
dence burst rate capability of a mHz. Data from
temporary atorj is transferred through the encoder
to memory in che CAMAC module at 700 KHz and from
there, through the dataway to the UNIBUS of the POP
11/60. The remainder of the data acquisition and
processing electronics system was Implemented using
standard modular components, with the exception of
the user control panel. The specially designed
user-optimized control console uses function-
engraved pushbuttons for selecting the specific
ECAT tasks. Indicator lamps illustrate the selec-
ted function, and an alphanumeric display panel
identifies the count rate 'status, i.e. prompt co-
incidences (trues plus randoms), and delayed
coincidences or randoms. .Subtraction is ac-
complished dynamically or the arrays may be stored
separately for subsequent processing. Data acqui-
sition and control were Implemented via CAMAC to
distribute processing control away from the central



processing unit for the separate operations or data
acqulslton, processing, and storage control. A
standard CAMAC crate controller Interfaces the
central processor to the parallel data highway of
the CAMAC crate and routes control and data trans-
fers from the special Input processor and stepping
motor controllers.

(C) UNICON

The UNICON, or universal nuclear Imaging
construct, being developed at BNL consists of 2
large-field of view scintillation cameras on a
rotatable gantry5. The universality of this
instrument derives from its powerful data process-
ing support, a novel multi-port interface, and a
flexible mounting of the heads to i gantry, which
permits 360* rotation in >_ 2 minutes. The system
Images gamma rays, including annihilation radia-
tions in singles or coincidence nodes, and produces
longitudinal and transverse section tomography as
well as standard projection Images.

The computational hardware associated with the
UNICON is Indicated in Figure 3. The POP 11/34
computer provides mass storage 7or the list mode
data stream, and control of the interface and sub-
systems. Data processing and image reconstruction
are accomplished In a VAX 11/780, and an array
processor. These are linked to the acquisition
computer by a 7 megabyte per second serial trans-
mission link (DECNET). Images generated by the VAX
are displayed via the RAMTEK system which is con-
trolled through the 11/34, using PICSYS, an Image
processing system developed at Heidelberg
(OKFZ).11

Hultl-Port Interface

The interface shown as a block diagram in
Figure 4, permits list mode data acquisition of
energy and spatial coordinates for each event along
with camera identification number, gantry angle,
time, and as many as 12 other signals can be digit-
ized and interspersed in the list (including vari-
ous physiological signals). The UNICON Interface
consists of three 300 cm2 area boards and employs
large scale integration TTL. A total of 18
channels are multiplexed to the POP 11/34 UNIBUS. -
An arbitration circuit assures that camera data
(position and energy) get highest priority. A
first in first out data buffer, 64 words long,
serves to uncouple the computer bus access time
from Input dead time, and serves to.derandomize in-
coming data. Total input dead time is about 2
microseconds for one word entries, and 4 micro-
seconds for two word entries, less than the AOC and
camera dead times. Each of the non-camera ports
has an internal clock associated with it to gener-
ate timed service requests with a resolution down
to 1 millisecond. Service requests from these
ports are Individually controlled by a software
generated mask. Two-word data acquisition modes in
the interface include fixed formats where 7 bits
each are used for x and y, and up to ? bits measure
the associated energy of each event. The format
may be changed by means of a programmed connector
for greater flexibility. Single word format is
used for maximum data rates, where energy windowing
is provided by conventional analog circuitry in the
cameras. In single photon mode multiple isotopes
may be Imaged simultaneously, or for a single
isotope, events may be weighted as a function of
energy. This last strategy allows unscattered
events on the high energy side of the photo-peak to
be weighted more heavily than those on the low
energy side, which may have undergone Compton scat-

tering in the object. Attenuation correction in
single photon emission tomography can be accom-
plished by defining the object outline from projec-
tions of events limited to the Compton region.

Initial testing and applications of the inter-
face were greatly expedited by the Incorporation of
diagnostic'hardware. Interface registers are
included which can be written to and read from the
terminal via cables from internal buffers to the
Input ports. Non processor requests and interrupts
can be tested by means of software generated data.
Essentially the entire system can be checked with
regard to data flow.

A two-word mode is available for Imaging posi-
tron emitters, with 7 bits each for x and y In the
first word from one camera, and the coincident data
from the other camera recorded In the second word.
The basic circuitry of the positron system Is the
same as used in conventional large planar positron
cameras. A fast coincidence is required between
detectors at an early stage of signal processing,
along with an energy above the threshold (100 keV)
for acceptance as a coincident event.

The interface allows up to 12 non-camera
signal sources to be channeled into the list mode
data stream. Physiological parameters which are
digitized and recorded in this fashion Include
electrocardiogram and respiratory signals, and
counts from auxiliary radiation detectors such as
a monitor of arterial concentration of the tracer.
System parameters which are also recorded are
gantry angle, bed position, camera dead times, and
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sealer counts such as accidental fast coincidences
in positron mode. Tour output ports are provided
for motor controls.

It should be noted that the multi-pareneter
nature of the data (X,Y, Energy, Time) plus the
presence of potential phasing or gating parameters
(cardiac or respiratory phase) require a huge
number of (sparsely represented} data bins. The
list mode allows a choice in reconstruction param-
eters which Is not Irrevocable.

The cost and development time of this one-of-
a-kind Interface were minimized by the use of a
computer aided design (CM>) algorithm, and a com-
puter controlled automatic.wire wrap machine to
execute the final product. The design algorithm
stored the circuit parameters for the chips in its
data base, and broadly checked the validity of ehr
circuit connections.

Each of the three systems described used
standard commercially available electronic cir-
cuitry packaged in different ways. The PET III
used pulse circuitry, motion control, and digital
interfaces constructed and packaged specially for
the device. The ECAT used NIM and CAMAC modules,
almost exclusively, while the UNICON employs NIH
signal processing components plus one special
digital interface. The first solution (PET III)
minimizes component casts, but is more costly and
difficult to maintain. Documentation problems
associated with custom made, one-of-a-kind systems,
and difficulty In upgrading or modifying such a :

system are significant. Introduction of circuitry
to permit measurement of singles, and chance co-
incidences, not included in the original design,
posed significant problems, and has not yet been

' accomplished.
The ECAT system uses NIH and CAMAC modules,

many of which were produced by the system manu-
facturer (QRTEC), and hence were immediately
available well documented, optimized for specific
functions, and well engineered, due to long experi-
ence with these components in physics research
systems. Such devices also are relatively cheap,
due to competition between different companies
manufacturing similar modules. The ability to
upgrade systems to respond to new requirements,
such as are commonly encountered in medical
systems applications, Is greatly enhanced by the
use of the modular approach. From the manu-
facturer's standpoint he is able to respond rapidly
to customers' desires; from the user's standpoint,
his ability to test new Ideas Is enhanced as
changes can be Implemented quickly. In rapidly de-
veloping fields the ability to•Implement and test
new ideas with minimum delay Is of great Im-
portance. Time and money are Important consider-
ations, with time often being more important than
small differences in hardware cost. In the ECAT
system, some special modules were built to enhance
the user interface, and to facilitate some special
data Input tasks not supported by commercially
available modules. This was also true for the
UNICON.

The UNICON employs standard gamma scintil-
lation cameras and their electronics, plus NIM ,
modules for analog signal conditioning, coincidence
gating, and digitization (energy and position). In
addition, a special digital interface which buffers
and handles multiple inputs and outputs (Including
motor controller), was designed specially for this
application. The output of the Interface was de-
signed to emulate the format expected by Camma-11,
to permit use of that widely-used nuclear medicine
software system for acquiring and processing list
mode data. This choice was made to minimize
software development time, and to make it possible

to use and test the system immediately. The
special purpose Interface was designed, pre-tested,
built and documented commercially from task defi-
nitions provided to the manufacturer in a shorter
time, at lower cost, and with special features not
otherwise available in commercial systems, such as
the specialized test signals to debug and trouble
shoot all I/O channels. Future systems extensions
may utilize CAMAC for motion control, and other low
data rate'operations, which decrease the throughput
now achievable with the system. The component cost
for the UNICON electronic system, as it now stands,
is higher for the pulse circuitry than if the PET
III philosophy had been followed, and lower than
the CAHAC-based system used for the ECAT. However,
many of the benefits of the modular approach are
.achieved. As the system is Interfaced to widely
used computers (DEC 11/3* and VAX 11/780), the
availability of a wide software base is a major
factor in reducing the cost of computer software
development, which in the long run Is likely to be
the largest system cost factor.

The Implementation of complex instrumentation
system tasks may be achieved by distributing the
tasks between several devices. The design of dis-
tributed processing systems requires the establish-
ment of a network, so the tasks can communicate
with each other. The communication between tasks
requires the choice of a network(s), protocols, and

. connections to the network. The ability to com-
municate between different bus systems has been
, solved .for data acquisition systems^ CAHAC (2* bit
i bus) couplers exist to'most computers, regardless
| of word slie, cycle time, etc. IEEE bus converters
; exist for most computers, as do CAMAC to IEEE
! couplers. Thus, the problems of interfacing novel
devices to computers need no longer be a formidable
task.

The problem of networking of computers to com-
puters, and computers to devices for Interactive
image processing, display, archiving and trans-
mission to local and remote stations is the subject
discussed in Section II.

II. INTERFACING COMPUTERS TO
COMPUTERS - NETWORKING

to any environment where different types of
images ace being produced there are nany tasks
which must be done. For instance, each type of
image must be generated, digitally or otherwise.
In addition, each type must be Stored, digitially
or in analog fashion, and each type must be
available for viewing and interpretation. There may
also fc» a need to process the image before the
final Interpretation. Finally, th« sid«-by-sid«
viewing of images from different modalities (such
as FET, conventional nuclear medicine and
ultrasound) introduces the problan of in*g«
registration. Each of th«s» tasks is best handled
independently.

Si* goal of networking computer systems
together, is to facilitate independent activities
so that they may b« carried out in an efficient and
cost-effective manner. Th« most important
ingredient in networking is the agreement upon a
communication path and protocol for the
participants.

Thus on* of the important activities which
must b* pursued is an analysis of what messages
must be communicated and the protocol for
exchanging these messages. Although many companies



have tried to Introduce distributed imaging systems
(such as GE's CT machine network, Tfcchnicare's
attempts to comminicate between their portable
nuclear medicine computers and those of other
manufacturers) few have addressed the problem of
what messages may be exchanged, while a l l have
addressed the problen of interconnecting the
hardware. The hardware however, only establishes
the pathway for communication. It generally ignores
al l but the lowest level of cocanunication
protocols. Thus questions such as follow, are
without clear answers:

1 .

2.

3.

few can (or can) a user (in the GB net,
for example) request an image f i l e to be
deleted (on another scanner)?

Can a user request that the windowing
levels on display X be changed to some new
value?

His the CT scan for patient
yet today?

X been done

Thus part of this proposal i s that the medical
imaging community start asking i t se l f :

"ttiat are a l l the meaningful messages that
should be exchanged with:

a) image sources
b) image displays
c) image manipulation devices
d) image archives
e) patient records (textual)
f) administration (textual)."

This may be very much of a soul searching
process as what i s really being asked i s : "teat i s
the medical imaging community doing and how i s i t
being done?". There i s no need for embarassment i f
the answer i s not clear, as long as there i s a
desire to honestly pursue i t .

m an effort to start this
examine the generic image source.

process, let us

First, by saying that since i t i s an image
source we know that one of the important messages
which i t exchanges with us are images. But, of what
does an image consist? It consist of a
N-dimensional array of numeric values (image data)
and a set of data which convey other non-image data
values. Examples of this non-image data might
include:

a) date of image creation
b) type of Instrument producing this data
c) al l the parameters necessary to convert the

tMlmcnsional array of values to the
representation required lot interpretation
(which may include viewing).

This non-image data will be referred to as
header information (6) , using the terminology of
the AAFM format for digital image exchange. This
header information i s in the fora of key-value
pairs, with a key beginning a l ine , possibly with
leading spaces or tabs, followed by a. colon equal
( J » ) , followed by the value and terminated by <CR
IF>. Figure 6 i l lustrates the type of non-image or
header information that can be stored, and Figure 7
shows those key-value pairs which are essential for
reading the image.

Tape Standard # : - 1.00
Institution : - NY University Medical Center
Department := Radiology
Division :- Nuclear Medicine
Eate created :» 17.3.20

Image * :• 1
Bytes per pixel :• 2
Number of dincisions :» 2
Size of dimension 1 :» 12S
Size of dimension 2 :=• 128

Date written '.- 20.3.60
Patient name :» Sam Jones
Beam Type :» Liver spleen study

NET

EXTERNAL .
DATA
SOURCES .

I
NEWCRK ]
INTER- I

FACE |

IMAGE SOURCE

FIGURE 6.

Image f :»

Bytes per pixel :»
Number of dimensions v
Size of dimension 1 :•
Size of dimension 2 :»

Size of dimension <XO :»

FIGURE 7 .

FIGURE 5 .



Bswever, this la only pact of Che communication
with the image source. The image source also needs
to b» told infonnation, such as (in the case of a
gamma camera), foe patient X, take 200k counts as
an image with £4x64 resolution and then stop;
change the energy window to 99mTe + lot; (for CT)
for patient Y take 10 s l i c e s , 0-Scn apart, upward
from the canthomeatal l ine .

Using this collection of descriptive
. information about the messages, we now need to
describe the format of these images.

Suppose a simple image consists of a three
dimensional array of small integers as shown in
Figure 3 . The array happens to be a 3 by 3 by 3
array. Consequently, the header information when
pieced into the directory, as shown in Figure 9,
could be used by a program to put the sequential
bytes of image data into a 3 by 3 by 3 array in the
same order as shown in Figure 3 . Thus the image
data would be stored.as shown in Figure 10.

Thus the message indicates:

1) '-hich image;
2} which display to use;
3) what mapping to the display
4) which mapping parameters to

their new values.

The image archive "

change and

I 0 I 1 I 0 II 1 I 2 I 3 I
I . i

I 4 I 5 I 6 I
•l 1- i • i

I 7 | 8 I 9 I I 0 I 1 I 0 I

1 1 1 4 1 7 !

I 1 I 2 I 1 I I 2 I 5 I 8 I

I 3 I S I 9 I
l . • • i

Z • 1 2 - 2

FIGURE 8.

Header:

Image * :» 1
Bytes per pixel :» 3
Number of dimensions :• 3
Size of dimension 1 : - 3
Si2e of dimension 2 :» 3
Size of dimension 3 :» 3

FIGURE 9.

Image CBta

2 1 3 - 1 4
3 1 9 1 0

1 1 1 0
7
9

I
I 7 I 2

I 5 I 6 I
I 1 I 0 I
I 1 I 0 I
I 5 I 8 I

<ECF>

FIGURE 10.

An Image d i sp lay takes a standard format image
with addit ional parameters describing how and where
to d i s p l a y the image and generates a v ideo s ignal
which can then be routed to a monitor for v iewing.

1) r e c e i v e s images frcm image sources;
2) r e c e i v e s requests for images from u s e r s ;
3) sends requested images t o image d i s p l a y s ;
4) provides adminis trat ive data regarding

requested s e r v i c e , time o f reques t ,
time o f image transfer and data b/<se
type quer ies on the non-image d a t a . '

Pat ient records

1) provide textual information for use a s
non-image d a t a ;

2} provide requests to archiving device to
prefetch patient's "folder".

Direct connection of digital diagnostic
imaging systems with a large capacity archival
storage system will provide the following benefits
in comparison with procedures currently used in
many hospitals:

Permanence:

Image data will remain accessible in digital
form and can be readily and economically viewed- and
copied.

Availability:

1. If a particular diagnostic system i s
decommissioned, the digital image
retrievable.

2. The complete digital Image i s available,
allowing review of the image with different
display parameters, rather than having only
about 5* of the original, data available
(maybe) on film.

Rapid Recall:

Images may "be reviewed, along with the
original diagnostic reports, within 2-3 minutes for
recently viewed images (with recently being within
the week). Use of patient scheduling information
will allow the majority of images to be available
in the 2-3 minute (or l«ss) range by prefetching
the patients electronic "film jacket".

Cross Comparison i

Images fran different diagnostic modalities
such as CT, in and ultrasound images may be
reviewed "side by side" on the same TV monitor. It
i s also possible to digi tal ly reconstruct *n
oblique s l i ce frcm CT images to match the viewpoint
of a Ml brain flow. This makes i t possible to
provide electronic rulers (and other tools) for
image comparison.



Convenience:

Viewing stations may be located v&erever they
are needed.

toss Control:

The original data always stays In the archive.
Only electronic copies arc made, thus making it
impossible to "borrow" THE film, as only copies are
provided.

Administrative Control:

The ability to track the handling of a
patient's study allows improved administration
control.

The elimination of the need to borrow
originals of films, thus prevents the all too
common problem of films being borrowed and never
returned, or the problem inherent In locating the
original of a film once it has been misfiled. In
addition, the ability of locating a-viewing station
anywhere that one is necessary is gained while
retaining administrative control over the images.

Major barriers to the construction of
effective interconnection of dissimilar digital
Imaging systems must be dealt with, to permit
compatible communications protocols to be used
without extensive modification to existing
equipment. Two methods of removing some of these
barriers have recently made such interconnections
practicable:

1. the availability of low cost computer
networking equipment (utilizing CATV
and microprocessor technology),

2. the adoption of a simple standard image
format (such as the MEM Standard
Magnetic Tape Format developed at the
university of Utah (6)) and

3. the developing idea of a-'unified viewing
and Image processing system (7).

TV system, point-to-point microwave and laser or
fiber optic cable (S). The ability to utilize a
system which is compatible with commercial TV
allows the use of already existing
telecommunication systens which have been developed
for TV. This is also a very attractive feature
for improving medical care in sparsely populated
areas, such as the Intermountain region in the US
' or the central provinces of Canada.

An Image source is connected to a network
interface via software in the device itself or via
software in en intermediary microprocessor. This
software has the responsibility of interpreting
messages from the network, providing the
appropriate message (including image data) and
converting device specific image data into network
standard format.

A typical local area network for say, CT,
nuclear medicine and ultrasound, would look like
the following:

•> Archiving System

•> Film Recorder {High Quality)

CT System

MM System

ultrasound Systen

> Frame Buffer

> Frame Buffer

•> TV Display

•> TV Display

— — > Computer Terminals
• • .
( }•<••' . i. >. Computer Terminals

I
T ] < > Gateway to another Hospital via

Microwave/Cable-

where [ ] signifies-a coaxial tap.

All of the various systems will be
interconnected by a single Inexpensive coaxial
cable (such as i s already used for cable TV].
Images marked for permanent storage will be sent
over this cable to a large permanent archive v«here
they will be scored on disk or tape until needed.

Images to be reviewed will be identified in
the usual way and a copy of the image daca
transferred to a frame buffer which will provide
the video signal to the viewer's TV monitors. The
ability to easily distribute the video signal i s of
particular use for group review, which i s essential
in a teaching environment.

This system May be extended to include several
hospitals within a local area by using
inter-network gateways to a similar system at the
other hospital. Various alternatives exist Eor the
physical interconnection to other hospitals:
private coaxial cable, a channel on the local cable

The archiving systeat cannon! y called the f i l e
server, i s responsible for acquiring al l images
entering the network (from the source/network
interfaces), selectively maintaining a large disk,
image store, producing a permanent archive of a l l
images, and providing a disk based directory of
this archive. It must also answer viewing station
requests for images by either accessing the disk
store or the archive, provide large scale image
processing capabilities and be capable of handling
rather extensive f i l e searches and sorts.

Because of i t s central role, the f i l e server
must be extremely reliable. Thus a possible system
configuration wsuld be one which had at least two
dual-ported disks. These disks would be mirror
images of each other and would be connected
through controllers to two separate processors.
Control would be automatically transferred through
working devices. For example, an entire disk can



go doMi with no loss of Information, as control
transfers to the backup. With checkpointing and
watch dog timers, the failure of a single processor
is detected and control transferred to the other,
which at worst nay demand a retransmission of any
I/O underway at the time of the failure.

ttten hardcopy
alternatives exist :

i s required. various

1} Provide video-to-film imagers at selected
viewing stations.

2) Provide a central •intelligent' video
imager under the control of the f i l e
server, to automatically produce images
based on header information. The imager
will adjust i t s e l f for each image type
and source.

3) Provide a paper hardcopy unit under control
of the f i l e server.

Network interfaces at each image producing
system (e.g. CT, nuclear madicine, ultrasound) will
replace the original archiving device (a tape drive
in most cases) . Oie method of making the
transition to the network based system is to make
the network interface look like the original
peripheral being replaced. This would then require
no software modifications in the original units.
As network interfaces become sore papular,
equipment manufacturers will hopefully make the
source to network interface a standard option.
Image data i s buffered, reformatted (into the
standard network format) and a header appended
before contending for network access.. The header
contains the information described above (see
Figures 6 and 7) and any other data necessary for
routing and control within the network. For
example, i f a hardcopy i s to be made, the image
must be routed to a working hardcopy unit. The
source/network interface must provide sufficient
disk buffering should the network or the particular
link f a i l , since this i s the only method of
archiving. For example, with current CT systems,
an 80Mbyte disk will allow for a minimum of one
full day of scanning without network access. For
most nuclear medicine computer systems and CT
systems the cost of a separate processor and disk
for the network interface can be avoided by
developing interface software for the acquisition
unit i t se l f .

Viewing stations consist of a high resolution
raster scan image display (frame buffer)/processing
unit with one or more suitable video monitors.
Each viewing station i s driven by a
mini/microcomputer system with 20 to SCMbytes of
disk storage, communicating with the network. At
f irs t , a nunber of frame buffers might be run by
the central archiving system i tse l f , with one or
more complete viewing stations purchased at some
later date. Operator feedback to the viewing
station/frame buffer is through keyboard and
interactive graphics control such as a joy stick,
track bal l , or bit pad. The image display will be
capable of a minimum of 512 X 512 pixel resolution
with 128 grey levels , and will be sufficiently
oversized (in both X, Y and depth) to allow for
simultaneous multiple image display and high speed
image changes. The images can be annotated and
selected regions can be outlined for analysis or
identification. The results of al l processing
including annotation, can be filed on the station
disk. Local Image processing capabilities include
windowing, region of interest (RQI) calculations.

a

(mean, standard deviation, l ine calculations,
histogram) and some image processing operations
such as subtraction, edge enhancement and spatial
fi ltering, fore complex processing i s handled by
the f i l e server enhanced perhaps with an array
processor, accessing either i t s own image store or
the station disk. Results are sent to the
station(s) desired.

Since each viewing station i s independently
addressable, images may be selectively transmitted
to one or more destinations frcat either the
source/network interfaces, the f i l e server, or
another viewing station. A key consideration in the
viewing station i s response time. Images on the
station disk must be available for display within
seconds frcra command. The display time should be
minimal, as should the response times from the f i l e
server for images. The image processor wil l
interface to a snail mini/microcomputer and disk
system serving mainly as a f i l e handler designed to
minimize response times at the display. It i s
responsible for communicating with the f i l e server
to request Images, send images, request image
processing or f i l e searches and provide data to the
image processing s y s t e m . . . . .

Images external to the network can be used
either via digitization of an analog signal
(digitizing film or video) or. via transfer of
digital data using a magnetic media (such as
magnetic tape) or a data l ink. In the case of
magnetic tape, a tape input station would read the
tape and convert the data into the standard network
format, thus making' the images totally available
within the network. This can be done at a central
location or at multiple tape input stations. If a
standard image exchange format i s adopted (6) ,
these stations will also be capable of generating
such tapes.

High speed, high resolution digitizers will
provide the system with digital images from
conventional radiographic procedures. Hence a l l
films produced would be digitized and al l previous
film f i l e s which are pulled would be digitized and
discarded.

A more detailed analysis of image processing
requirements in hospitals along with a detailed
proposal for a completely filmless- integrated
system can be found in reference 9. This paper
demonstrates how the physical handling of storage
media can be totally eliminated. It provides for
complete archiving, f i l e maintenance and large
scale processing capabilities by a central f i l e
server. Based on the expectation, over a ten year
period, of a total archive of aproximately 3x10?
512-equivalent images (1.4x10« bytes) and assuming
l i t t l e change in the relative nunber of employees
required to run the department as well as the
capital equipment and a ten percent per year
maintenance cost for ten years, the cost per
512-«quivalent image is S0.20. Figures l la and lab
demonstrate a typical system configuration.

Such a system might be specified as follows:

Image Acquisition Time (single CT s l ice) 2 mi*

Image Retrieval Time (on-line images) 2 mil?
(off-line images) IS »i»

Bulk Storage Capacity 200 tapes
per year per CT scanner
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Number of Frame Buffers

Number of Viewing Stations
(Initially, TV monitors)

CT units Connected to the Network 1

NM Units Connected to the Network 1

Ultrasound thits Connected to the Network 1

Labor (in man months):

CT, m and Ultrasound programs (2 each]
Frame Buffer Program
Archive Program
Administrative Director
Electronic Tech 6

A typical schedule for implementation might be:

The budget for such a system would be:

Equipment:

CT, Ml and US Interfaces (? $2,000)
Computer Terminals (10)
TV Monitors (fi)
Cable ofl,COO ft, installed)
Misc. "Cable Equipnent
Frame Buffers (4)
Extra Disk Units for Archiving

S €,00C.
11,000.

6,000.
2,000.

12,000.
80, COO.
20,000.

3137,000.

Winter

Spring

Sinner

1982

1983

1983

Sumaer 1982 Planning, order long lead time items
of equipnent. Design archive program.

Fall 1982 Design, code and test CT, Ml and US
Interface programs; install coaxial
cable.

Design, code and test frame buffer
programs. Interconnect CT and frame
buffer.

Code and test archive programs. Begi:
limited operation. Train radiologic
technologists to use system.

Begin regular operation.
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Summary

The requirements Tor Interfacing devices to
computers, computers to computers, and computers to
devices for display and archiving of data have been
discussed, the use of available components made
for a mass market greatly reduces costs. The use
of modular systems no longer needs to be defended.
Standardized modules developed for radiation
measurements In physics research (NIM), and for
coupling measurement and control systems to com*
puters (CAMAC), are being used with increasing
frequency in medical devices. Computer-specific
modules which plug Into the computer backplane
which can do the task, If available, provide an
alternative solution which may be cheaper and more
efficient, and are often chosen. The separation of
tasks, employing distributed processing systems may
be needed to keep up with very high data rate
processes encountered In some medical imaging
Casks.

The networking of computers for medical Imag-
ing would be simplified if departmental computer-
aided systems were planned, and then compatible
equipment purchased that fit the plan. This is
almost never the case, so the problem is to es-
tablish means of communication between alien
Imaging and manipulation devices to various dis-
plays, and archival media. Protocols have been
developed for formatting the data (AAPM) which •
facilitate the task. The development of a network
interface between source and destination devices
that decodes that format for each device on the
network would permit bidirectional communication.
The system proposed for such a task uses coaxial
cable as the communication channel and hence video
communications channels including local, brradcast,
and satellite can be used, and high transmission
rates supported.

The configuration, costs, and timetable for
implementation of such a system for a radiology
department are presented. The ability to create
the system requires agreement on the data format,
cooperation of vendors responsible for designing
the network Interfaces for their own devices, and
well-documented benefits derived from successful
early ventures, such as are now being proposed and
embarked upon.

The development of ultra high performance
stand alone systems is being facilitated greatly by
CAD/CAM systems such as used for the UNICON design
and construction. As computing systems performance
improves to the point where remote computing sup-
port is no longer required, it will still be neces-
sary to utilize central resources for archiving and
transmission of data for correlations of results
from different devices to be shown at different
locations at different times. Improvements In the
quality of nedlcal care should parallel progress in
the development and utilization of these new tech-
nologies in medical imaging.
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